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Purpose

To discuss successful communications strategies for 
engaging the public in conversations around tolling and 
public-private partnerships (P3s).

Learning Objectives

At the end of this webinar, you will be able to:

• Describe how to build early regional 
consensus and support around tolling and P3s

• List the essential items in a communications 
plan

• Identify which congestion pricing and funding 
messages best resonate with the public

• reporting
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Northern Virginia Regional Express Lanes Network 

• 90+ Mile express lanes network by late 2022

• 54 miles in service

• I-95, I-495, I-66 Inside the Beltway

• 31 miles under construction

• I-395 Northern Extension

• I-66 Outside the Beltway

• 10 miles in development

• I-95 to Fredericksburg

• 3 miles under study

• I-495 Northern Extension

• Three independent operators
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I-66 Outside the Beltway Project
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• 22.5 miles of express lanes (2 lanes in each direction, HOV-3+)

alongside general purpose lanes from I-495 to Gainesville (leaving

space in median for future transit expansion)

• 2 new park and ride lots providing 3,200+ parking spaces

• Bicycle and pedestrian trail improvements including 11 miles of

new trails

• $2.2 billion design-build construction project

• Public-private partnership with I-66 Express Mobility Partners

(Cintra, Meridiam, John Laing, and APG) through 2066

• Express Lanes scheduled to open in December 2022



Communications Programs: Three Main Phases 
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Project Development and Environmental Study Process: 

• Identify best solutions

• Inclusion in Region’s long-range plans

• Refine project designs to minimize footprint and impacts

• Study, select and execute project-delivery method

• Trucks on the Express Lanes

• Tolling

• Changing HOV-2 to HOV-3

• No exemption for hybrid drivers

• Transparency

Project Construction 

• Public outreach for design and construction impacts

• Advance notification and outreach for traveling and

neighboring public

• Solutions to mitigate construction impacts

• Transparency
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I-66 Outside the Beltway: Public Challenges



I-66 Outside the Beltway: Communications Strategies

Project Development and Environmental Study Process 
• Communications: Top priority to agency and project leadership

• Accessibility to leadership and decision makers

• Accessibility to technical leads and critical information

• Dedicated and local staff resources

• Combination of new and traditional methods and tactics

• Extensive outreach and availability

Project Construction and Pre-Operations: P3 Partnership 
• Early input on Agreement and Technical Requirements with

Private Partner

• Establish roles and responsibilities

• VDOT remains lead spokesperson for construction and policy-

related issues and events

• Involvement from all partners through construction and pre-

operations project phases

• Regular interaction and coordination

• Continued access and involvement with project leadership and

technical resources from all partners
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Programs to keep commuters moving, reduce number 

of single-occupant drivers, and promote use of transit 

and alternative travel strategies during construction 

I-66 Outside the Beltway:

• 50% fare subsidies on local commuter buses

• $100 incentives for new HOV-3+ carpoolers

• $200-per-seat subsidy for new vanpools; $350 gas

card incentives for 10+ passenger vans; $100 for

smaller vans

• Up to $10,000 for new telework programs

I-395 Northern Extension:

• Supplemental commuter bus service

• Employer outreach

• Carpool and vanpool incentives

• Teleworking implementation incentives

• Pentagon Commuter Store

VDOT Transportation Management Plans During Construction 
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• High profile projects and studies get

their own:

• Websites

• Project email addresses

• Regular email updates to stakeholder lists

VDOT Websites and Online Tools 
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• Conversion of  part-time HOV lanes to state-operated, part-

time express lanes

• Tolling during weekdays, peak hours, peak directions

• Eastbound: 5:30 – 9:30 a.m.

• Westbound: 3:00 – 7:00 p.m.

• HOV2+ toll-free in 2017, HOV3+ toll-free when Express

Lanes open on I-66 outside the Beltway (2022)

• All vehicles using the lanes during tolling periods must

have an E-ZPass or E-ZPass Flex (if they are HOV)

mounted in vehicle

• Toll revenue covers funds operations and multimodal

projects (Commuter Choice program)

I-66 Inside the Beltway Express Lanes
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• Introducing nation’s first peak-period, all lanes, dynamically-

tolled roadway

• Include in region’s Constrained Long Range Plan

• Gaining public support and understanding of:

• Implementing Express Lanes without immediate new

capacity

• Confidence that toll revenue will be reinvested into transit

and other multimodal programs that benefit I-66

• Widening I-66

• New rules of road including hours of operation, getting an

E-ZPass or E-ZPass Flex, and HOV and toll violation

• No exemptions for hybrid drivers, drivers traveling to and from

Dulles Airport, or off-duty public safety personnel

• Future change of HOV-2 to HOV-3

• High toll rates since opening Express Lanes

I-66 Inside the Beltway:

Public Challenges
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Objectives: 

• Inform the public about the I-66 Express Lanes Inside the Beltway Tolling Program

• Educate the public on rules of the road

• Inform drivers on how to obtain E-ZPass or E-ZPass Flex

Key Message: 
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I-66 Inside the Beltway Express Lanes:

Tolling Information Campaign

Target Audiences: 



I-66 Express Lanes Mobile Tools
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I-66 Inside the Beltway Express Lanes:

Advertising Campaign
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The Commonwealth of Virginia developed its Toll 

Relief Program to help ease the financial burden 

of Elizabeth River Tunnels’ tolls on those 

residents most impacted.  

The first program of its kind in the nation offers a 

one dollar per trip refund to qualified Norfolk and 

Portsmouth residents who frequently travel 

through the Downtown and Midtown tunnels.  

Why is the Commonwealth offering Toll Relief? 



 

Elizabeth River Crossings (ERC), operators of 

the Elizabeth River Tunnels, agreed to pay 

$500,000 a year for 10 years to help offset the 

cost of tolls on those users most financially 

stressed.  

How is the Toll Relief Program funded? 

ERC made an additional one-time contribution of $500,000 bringing the 

total to $5,500,000 over 10 years. 



Toll Relief Steering Committee 

 Made up of VDOT, NAACP, military, education, social

services, local government and consultant

representatives

 Created to provide input and guidance on program

development

 Met monthly

How was the Toll Relief Program developed? 



To qualify for Toll Relief, participants must: 

 Reside in Norfolk or Portsmouth

 Earn $30,000 or less per year

 Have or open a Virginia E-ZPass account

 Record eight or more trips through the Downtown or

Midtown tunnels during a calendar month

What are the Requirements to Participate 

in the Toll Relief Program? 



Once a participant’s Virginia E-ZPass 

transponder records eight or more trips through 

the Downtown or Midtown tunnels during a 

calendar month, a 75-cent per trip refund is 

credited to his or her Virginia E-ZPass account. 

What are the benefits of Toll Relief? 



• Toll-free Number

• 855-530-5506

• Website

• vdottollrelief.com

• Postcard/Mailer

• On-site application process at local mall

• Social Media

• Earned Media

Communications and Outreach 



2017 Program Enrollment - 2,094 

Toll Relief Rebate Distributed - $458K 

Average Monthly Rebate - $30.53 

2018 Program Enrollment – 3,003 

Toll Relief Rebate Distributed (March - June) - $230K 

Average Monthly Rebate - $30.86 

Toll Relief Program Statistics 



Lessons from Virginia’s 
495 and 95 Express Lanes 
June 11, 2019



Transurban’s Express Lanes network in Virginia
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Transitioning to communications about how to use the roadway
Preparing for operations of the Express Lanes
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Construction communications 

Operations communications

• Leverage relationships 
and opportunities from 
project construction

• Use consumer research 
to guide planning

• Begin development of 
communications 
campaign

• Reach alignment with 
wider project team on 
communications goals 
and strategies  

• Phased approach to 
operations messaging –
Teaser, Get Ready, 
Launch, Post-Launch 



495 Express Lanes marketing and education program overview
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Preparing area drivers for the 495 Express Lanes
Extensive education in the northern Virginia region  
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Delivery communications 

Operations communications

Targets special user groups, 
including HOV, transit riders 
and operators
• Continued about 6 months 

into operations
• Advertising
• Festivals & events 
• Employer outreach
• Media outreach
• Social media
• Contests and incentives 

driving E-ZPass adoption 



Boosting awareness before tolling begins
High impact pieces for the 495 Express Lanes 
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Operations communications

Highest-intensity portion of 
program began about 30 days prior 
to the start of tolling, including: 
• Increase in radio weight
• Major online and print initiatives 

during 2 weekends prior to opening
• Launch of 62 wrapped delivery 

trucks 
• Ads in online and in community 

newspapers
• Gas station ads
• On-road educational messages 
• Mall and cinema 



Spotlighting the carpool option
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Delivery communications 
• Dedicated train-the-trainer 

website for ridesharing 
coordinators 

• Links to help drivers set up a 
carpool or vanpool

• Partnerships with TDM 
groups

• User profiles on website



Tools for employers
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• Dedicated web page with 
employer toolkit

• Employer-focused collateral 
materials and brochures

• Custom in-office events for 
employees; E-ZPass 
available for purchase in most 
cases

• Electronic versions of 
informational pieces provided 
to employer contacts



Campaign creative
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Community outreach offered access to E-Zpass transponders
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• Ground game touched hundreds of thousands in the region and offered unprecedented access to 
E-ZPass 

• MINI promotional contest drove greater numbers to booth and E-ZPass adoption



Early positioning Ramp up to 
operations Share customer data 

Let data drive the narrative 
Equity considerations 
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• Use findings from other 
managed lanes projects

• Customer sentiment by 
income bracket

• Reinforce usage 
expectations – not an 
everyday option for most

• Don’t forget HOV customers

• Highlight customer sentiment 
and spending trends

• Offer context for high-toll 
scenarios 



Educate stakeholders and incorporate the customers’ voice
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The vast majority of customers spend more 
on a single tank of gas than they do on tolls 
throughout an entire month.

Most trips on the Express Lanes cost less 
than a lunch out at a fast casual restaurant.

7 in 10 area drivers 
believe the Express 
Lanes benefit the region



Messaging to customers  
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A new choice

Ongoing education into operationsRamping up to operations 

Reliable 
trips, with 
technology 
to improve 
enforcement 
of HOV-3 
rules 

Safer travel with less 
stop-and-go and crews 
to help you if you pull 
over

Faster and more 
predictable travel

Time savings benefits in the regular lanes



Mike McGurk
Customer Experience Manager, Transurban 
571-421-5364
mmcgurk@transurban.com
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Driving into the Unknown:
A 10-Year Journey to Successful Express Lane Implementation

Steve Pustelnyk
Director of Community Relations

Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority



Project Overview

• 11.6-mile Express Lane on State Loop 1 
(MoPac) north of downtown Austin

• First Express Lane in Austin
• Opened in phases (2016-2017)
• One lane each direction w/delineator post 

separation
• Variable pricing (No official cap)
• Buses/registered vanpools free
• Multi-axle vehicles prohibited
• No HOV or EV discounts



Background

• Major expansion first studied in 1990’s
• Project faced stiff opposition from adjacent 

neighbors
• Evolved to HOV Lane - then Express Lane with 

numerous constraints demanded by neighbors
• No additional property
• No elevated structures
• Must build sound walls

• Extensive grassroots outreach helped turn 
neighbors into advocates who squelched anti-
toll activists (2010-2012) 



Selling the Concept

• Project undertaken after opening of several 
other toll roads in Austin

• Anti-toll sentiment lessening

• Toll revenue bonds planned for funding
• Political leadership bought into the no HOV policy

• No well organized opposition
• Keep MoPac Local (environmental activists)
• Undercurrent of community questions:

• Why not just another free lane?
• Why not just an HOV lane?



Development Challenges

• Toll rate sensitivity

• Narrowing of travel lanes/loss of 
shoulders

• Proximity of homes to roadway

• Muted support from public transit 
agency (Unsure of impact/benefit)

• Extended construction period 



Communication Plan

• Extensive & innovative 
construction public outreach 
program 

• Customer research
• Origin and Destination
• Stated Preference
• Focus Groups
• Customer Opinion 

• Ongoing informational
campaigns

• Significant focus on online 
advertising and social media



Project Website



Care Bag



MoPac Man Blog



Roadway Signs



Holiday Card



Ice Cream Social



First Campaign (2015)



Print Ads



Online Advertising



Second Campaign (2016)



Commercials



Music that Moves You Playlist
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Quiz Campaign: What MoPac Lane Are You?



Quiz Campaign - Facebook Ads



Opening Campaign (2016-2017)



Print and online ads



A True Success Story

• Phased opening beneficial
• Traffic meeting projections

• Strong revenue

• Dramatic increase in transit 
ridership

• Up as much as 93%  (August 2018)

• Very few complaints from 
customers



Driving into the Unknown:
A 10-Year Journey to Successful Express Lane Implementation

Steve Pustelnyk
Director of Community Relations

Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority



I-405/SR 167 Express Toll Lanes

TRB Webinar: Communications Strategies that Work 
for Tolling, Megaprojects and P3s

June 11, 2019

EMILY GLAD                     WSDOT COMMUNICATIONS
COLLEEN GANTS PRR/CONSULTANT COMMS



Regional Consensus
 EIS Record of Decision, 2002

Roadways
 2 new lanes in each direction
 Local arterial improvements

Transit & Transportation Choices
 Bus Rapid Transit system
 9 new transit centers added
 50% transit service increase 
 HOV direct access ramps and flyer stops
 Potential managed lanes system
 5000 new Park & Ride spaces
 1700 new vanpools

Environmental Enhancements

I-405 Master Plan
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EARLY PLANNING: Two decades of stakeholder 
engagement informing policy decisions
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Cities
• Bothell 
• Kirkland 
• Redmond 
• Bellevue 
• Newcastle 
• Renton 
• Tukwila 

Agencies
• King County Metro Transit 
• Puget Sound Regional Council 
• Washington State Transportation         

Commission 
• Federal Highway Administration 
• Federal Transit Authority 
• Washington State Department of      

Transportation 

Counties
• Snohomish County 
• King County

State Legislators

Engagement process spans decades



Consensus for Express Toll Lanes

• Executive Advisory Group 
(EAG) reconvened between 
2009-2013

• Based on target metrics for 
congestion relief, the EAG 
selected a 40-mile connected 
system to move the most 
people the most efficiently 
while generating revenue for 
future improvements 

• Recommended a 10-year 
implementation strategy

• This selection was endorsed 
by national Expert Review 
Panel
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Engagement uncovers champions and 
partners

Date, time and 
initials of last edit
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Sharing Facts and Getting to 
Public Understanding
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Describe the problem: I-405 Traffic is 
getting worse

8

reliability



Share the facts: Express toll lanes move 
more vehicles
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I-405 Master Plan: making progress
Local arterial improvements
70% complete

Direct access ramps
62% complete or anticipated

Managed lanes system
40% complete

Park and Ride expansions
50% complete

Pedestrian/bicycle improvements
65% complete or funded

Vanpool service increase
19% complete or funded

Transit service increase
45% complete or funded

Transit station and BRT expansions
91% complete

Add 2 lanes in each direction
138% complete or funded
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Where are we today?
• Addressed worst congested chokepoints first, 

coordinating all modes into 1 system
• Delivered 15 construction projects amounting to 

$1.5 billion
• Launched Express Toll Lanes in north end
• Delivering on $1.3 billion more projects

– I-405/SR 167 Direct Connector
– Renton to Bellevue Widening & ETLs
– NE 132nd Interchange

• Received toll authorization to extend the corridor 
and build another $1B of express toll lanes
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Challenges and strategy
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New Facility, New Challenges
• Different rules than existing WA toll facilities 
• Carpool requirement increased to 3+ people at peak hours
• New Flex Pass & Good To Go! account required to free as a 

carpool.
• Limited access points vs. continuous access

Strategy
• Research: Plan guided by surveys and focus groups
• Grassroots: Reached 11,000 people through 135 

presentations
• Incentives: Three targeted free pass programs for 

carpoolers, State Route 167 drivers, and motorcyclists. 
• Paid Media: TV, radio, billboards, transit ads, print, theater 

Online: New web portal, interactive map, animated videos

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/405/freepass.htm


I-405 Express Toll Lanes 
Educational Campaign
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Overarching Goals:
• Ensure I-405 express toll lanes are successfully launched and used 

to their full potential.
• Maximize Good To Go! pass penetration rates in the I-405 express 

toll lanes.
• Increase public confidence in WSDOT, in the use of toll lanes as 

traffic management tools, and in policy makers. 



Media
• Six months out: Targeted desk side 

briefings for reporters
• Before date announcement: 

Ongoing outreach around milestones
• Six weeks out: Weekly themes
• One week out: Daily media 

engagement
• Results: Approx. 500 media stories
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New approach to media
after opening

• Used blogs instead of press releases
– Allows for more in-depth topics
– Direct engagement in Q&A

• Examples of topics
– Performance data 
– First toll bills going out
– Tips for motorcycles
– Customer service issues
– First time reaching max toll rate
– Myth busting

15

Myth: 75 percent of the toll revenue 
goes to a company in Texas



Social media

Website: GoodToGo405.org
1.8 million page views
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Social media:
• YouTube: 104,000 views
• Facebook: 217,000 people reached
• Twitter: 558,000 impressions

WSDOT  Blog
• Over 30 posts 
• 125,000 page views

Traditional approach to engagement:
- Answer questions
- Correct inaccuracies

Negativity after opening required a new 
approach:

- Respond to almost every comment
- Monitor conversations and address hot 

topics in blog posts
- Engage in conversations on local 

media’s Facebook pages
- Engage on new platforms such as a 

Reddit

http://www.goodtogo405.com/
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/405/blogs
http://wsdotblog.blogspot.com/2015/04/everything-you-ever-wanted-to-know.html


WSDOT Blog Comments
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WSDOT Blog Comments
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Twitter Comments
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Twitter Comments
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Customer sentiment
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WSDOT conducted a September 2018 survey of nearly 775 Good To Go! 
customers who have used the I-405 express toll lanes.



Support increases over time
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• We have seen 
public support 
increase after the 
express toll lanes 
opened in fall 
2015. 

• These surveys 
included people 
who do not use 
the express toll 
lanes or have 
Good To Go! 
account.



Contact

Emily Glad
WSDOT Toll Division 
Communications Manager
206-716-1116
Emily.Glad@wsdot.wa.gov
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Today’s Speakers
• Colleen Gants, PRR, 

cgants@prrbiz.com
• Michelle Holland, VDOT, 

Michelle.Holland@VDOT.Virginia.gov
• Michael McGurk, MMcGurk@transurban.com
• Steve Pustelnyk, CTRMA, 

spustelnyk@ctrma.org
• Emily Glad, WSDOT, 

glade@wsdot.wa.gov
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mailto:Michelle.Holland@VDOT.Virginia.gov
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Get Involved with TRB
• Getting involved is free!
• Join a Standing Committee  (http://bit.ly/2jYRrF6)
• Become a Friend of a Committee 

(http://bit.ly/TRBcommittees)
– Networking opportunities
– May provide a path to become a Standing Committee 

member
• Sponsoring Committees: ADA60, ABE25, AHB35, 

ADD50, ABE10
• For more information: www.mytrb.org

– Create your account
– Update your profile

http://bit.ly/2jYRrF6
http://bit.ly/TRBcommittees
http://www.mytrb.org/


Receiving PDH credits

• Must register as an individual to receive 
credits (no group credits)

• Credits will be reported two to three 
business days after the webinar

• You will be able to retrieve your certificate 
from RCEP within one week of the webinar
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